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Advancing Knowledge on the Health Consequences of Discrimination:
The Potential of Virtual Reality

P. Priscilla Lui1, Elizabeth Stringer2, and Ernest N. Jouriles1
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2 SMU Guildhall, Southern Methodist University

Objectives: Racism and discrimination drive racial and ethnic health disparities, and are robust markers for
a host of health outcomes in People of Color and Indigenous Peoples (POCI). A comprehensive
understanding of possible causal pathways by which racism and discrimination lead to POCI’s health
disadvantages is a critical step toward reducing disparities and promoting health equity. Experimental
methods can help researchers delineate these causal pathways. In this manuscript, we illustrate how virtual
reality (VR) can be used by researchers in experimental studies to advance discrimination science.
Method: We summarize current findings on the health effects of discrimination. We describe common
methodological approaches that have been employed in discrimination science and discuss some of their
limitations. Arguments for the potential benefits of using VR to advance discrimination science are
provided. Results: VR has the potential to facilitate ecologically valid experiments that examine
individuals’ responses to racism and discrimination-related experiences in real-time. Conclusions: VR
offers scientists an innovative method that can be used in experimental studies to help delineate how
racism and discrimination might lead to health problems in POCI. Still, VR is new to discrimination
science; thus, research is necessary to empirically delineate the advantages and possible disadvantages of
using VR in studies on discrimination.

Public Significance Statement
Racism and discrimination drive racial and ethnic health disparities. Virtual reality can be used in
experimental studies to enhance the ecological validity of research on the health effects of racism and
discrimination-related experiences. Virtual reality also has the potential of accelerating practical efforts
directed at addressing the negative effects of discrimination.

Keywords: differential treatment, experiment, immersive virtual environment, race, validity

Racism and discrimination contribute to poorer health outcomes
among People of Color and Indigenous Peoples (POCI), relative to
their more privileged counterparts (Brondolo et al., 2009; Harrell,
2000; Williams, 1999). An important step toward eliminating
health disparities and promoting POCI’s optimal functioning
involves advancing the scientific understanding of how, when,
in what contexts, and for whom racism and discrimination causally
affect health outcomes (Jeffries et al., 2019). This article is being
written at a time when the United States Department of Justice and
other organizations report increases in hate crimes and

discrimination facing POCI, and when there is a renewed and
intensified societal discourse about systemic racism (Devakumar
et al., 2020; Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI], 2018; Jeung &
Nham, 2020). Thus, the use of innovative methods to advance
knowledge concerning the negative health consequences of racism
and discrimination is highly significant. Although virtual reality
(VR) has been around for decades, it has not been used systemati-
cally in research on the health consequences of racism and
discrimination. Yet, the use of VR in experimental research has
tremendous potential for advancing discrimination science. In this
article, we briefly summarize current knowledge on the effects of
discrimination on health and common methodological approaches
that have been used to generate this knowledge. We then discuss
the potential benefits of using VR in experiments to advance
scientific understanding of the effects of discrimination. Finally,
we provide insights about unique methodological considerations
of conducting research with VR.

Health Disparities: Understanding the Impact
of Racism and Discrimination

In the United States, people from marginalized backgrounds
experience higher disease morbidity and mortality rates associated
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with many mental and behavioral health problems, compared to
their privileged counterparts (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention [CDC], 2013; Department of Health and Human
Services [DHHS], 2001). Above and beyond biological predisposi-
tions and socioeconomic status, racism and discrimination account for
racial and ethnic differences in health outcomes (Williams, 1997,
1999). Exposure to discrimination is positively associated with a host
of health problems, including alcohol and substance misuse, internal-
izing symptoms, somatic complaints, and cardiovascular illnesses
(Jones et al., 2016; Lee & Ahn, 2011, 2012; Volpe et al., 2019).
Compared to Whites, POCI are exposed more frequently to interper-
sonal discrimination and racist treatment, microaggressions, and
structural injustice (see Gilbert & Zemore, 2016; Lui & Quezada,
2019; Pascoe & Richman, 2009, for review; Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation [RWJF], 2018;West, 2019). POCI also experience higher
levels of unfair treatment in the medical setting than their White peers
(Benjamins & Whitman, 2014; Shavers et al., 2012). Compounding
discrimination in day-to-day lives and in the medical settings, POCI
who experience greater racism are less likely to seek and use medical
services to address their healthcare needs than their White counter-
parts (Gazard et al., 2018; Rivenbark & Ichou, 2020).
Identifying the causal mechanisms linking discrimination-related

experiences to individual health is an important scientific undertak-
ing; yet, conducting this type of research can be extremely chal-
lenging. Individual differences and contextual factors complicate
the process even further. Whereas some people are adversely
affected by racism- and discrimination-related events, others seem-
ingly are unaffected by these experiences (Carter & Murphy, 2015;
Plaut, 2010; Sue, 2017). Similarly, individuals’ responses can be
shaped by the timing, situational conditions, and people involved in
racism- and discrimination-related events. It should not be unex-
pected to observe differences in the degree to which POCI perceive
and react to racism and discrimination experiences; researchers have
documented diverse responses to many negative events such as child
maltreatment, intimate partner violence, and interpersonal victimi-
zation (Cicchetti et al., 1993; Grych et al., 2000; Sapouna &Wolke,
2013). Unfortunately, differences in POCI’s responses to discrimi-
nation have led some people to doubt the rigor of—and therefore
conclusions drawn from—research focusing on racism and discrim-
ination (e.g., Lilienfeld, 2017).

Current Approaches to Discrimination Research

Researchers have used a number of approaches to illuminate causal
processes linking discrimination-related experiences to adverse health
outcomes; at the same time, researchers have attempted to balance the
internal and ecological validity of their approaches. Internal validity
refers to the extent to which a study rules out alternative explanations
of the results, usually concerning causal effects (Kazdin, 2017).
Ecological validity refers to the extent to which a study represents
the real-world conditions under which the effects take place (Reis,
2012). Consider a study addressing the question: How do discrimi-
nation experiences influence substance use? To make strong conclu-
sions about the causal effects of discrimination experiences in the
everyday lives of POCI, it is important to assess discrimination in
individuals’ milieu, while simultaneously ruling out the confounding
effects of variables associated with both discrimination experiences
and substance use (e.g., Gibbons et al., 2014; Lui, 2020).

Observational Research

To understand POCI’s lived experiences with discrimination,
many researchers have used qualitative inquiry and self-report
survey methods (Pascoe & Richman, 2009; Wong et al., 2014).
Research studies using these methods have contributed substantially
to the current knowledge base by examining different types of
racism and discrimination experiences, describing how they are
perceived, and identifying processes by which they might affect
mental and behavioral health (e.g., Iwamoto et al., 2013; Ong et al.,
2013; Sue et al., 2008). For instance, data revealed that 50% to 75%
of the POCI population reported experiencing some form of racial
discrimination across the lifespan (Lee, Perez, et al., 2019).
Not only do experiences of racism and discrimination occur in
educational, medical, and work environments, they also predict
stress responses such as increased cortisol output and a range of
health problems such as alcohol misuse, depression and anxiety
symptoms, sleep disturbances, and cardiovascular health difficulties
(Berger & Sarnyai, 2015; Chavez et al., 2015; Fang &Myers, 2001;
Flores et al., 2010; Hughes et al., 2016; Lui, 2020; Walls et al.,
2015; Yoo & Castro, 2011; Zeiders, 2017).

Still, major limitations are inherent when drawing conclusions
about the causal links between discrimination experiences and
health outcomes in research that relies on qualitative inquiry or
self-report surveys of past experiences. In observational research,
individual differences and situational conditions are not readily
ruled out as explanatory factors in the documented relations linking
racism and discrimination to negative health consequences. These
potentially confounding factors include racial identity and parental
racial socialization, prior exposure to unfair treatment, vigilance,
and personality characteristics (Lewis et al., 2015). For example,
links between racial discrimination and a number of psychological
adjustment outcomes among African Americans were no longer
statistically significant once neuroticism was included in multivari-
ate analyses (Lui, 2020). The centrality of race to people’s self-
concept also had been shown to intensify the negative psychological
impact of vicarious racism in African Americans and Asian Amer-
icans (Mason et al., 2017; Yip et al., 2008). People who were more
vigilant and vulnerable to stress tended to report higher levels of
discrimination and become more sensitive to the deleterious health
consequences (Alvarez et al., 2006; Sellers et al., 2003). These indi-
vidual differences in the perception and negative health effects of
discrimination likely are particularly pronounced when racism events
are ambiguous (Lilienfeld, 2017; Sue, Capodilupo, et al., 2007).

A problem inherent in the use of self-reported discrimination-
related experiences is that self-reports are likely to include sys-
tematic measurement error. People do not always report accurately
on things that they have experienced, and what they have done in
response to those experiences (Baumeister et al., 2007). Hence,
measurement error may be byproducts of recall bias, social desir-
ability biases, and issues of question interpretation (i.e., partici-
pants understand the question in a way that is different from what
the researcher intended). Issues of interpretation may be com-
pounded by the fact that many current questionnaires assessing
racism and discrimination contain items that are ambiguous or
capture broadband experiences. For example, an item from a
commonly used measure, the Brief Racism Scale from the
Racism and Life Experiences Scales-Revised (Harrell, 1994),
asks, “How much have you personally experienced racism, racial
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discrimination, or racial prejudice?” This item leaves much room
for research participants to define what they consider to be an
experience of racism, racial discrimination, or prejudice. Further-
more, racism and discrimination experiences are inherently inter-
actional among individuals, institutions, and societal structure
(Neblett, 2019); therefore, survey items often fail to capture the
dynamic exchanges in these encounters.

Experimental Research

Experimental studies are valuable in delineating the possible
causal effects of discrimination experiences for three reasons.
First, experimental designs allow researchers to establish the
temporal ordering of the discrimination experience and the
health-related outcome. Second, relative to observational studies,
experiments also permit researchers to have tighter control of
potentially confounding factors. Third, researchers can possess
a high level of control over the discrimination experience itself
(e.g., type of experience and intensity) because the discrimination
experiences can be designed and controlled by the researchers. As a
result, researchers do not need to be concerned about participants’
recall of past discrimination-related experiences.
Although laboratory experiments are underutilized in discrimina-

tion science, there have been a number of cleverly designed
experimental studies in which researchers manipulated participants’
experiences with racism and discrimination. For example, discrimi-
nation experiences have been manipulated through (a) imaginary or
visualization experiences, (b) written information provided to par-
ticipants, (c) written vignettes, and (d) interactions with research
staff actors (i.e., “confederates”). We provide examples to illustrate
each of these four manipulations.
First, a study by Gibbons et al. (2010) examined whether

envisioning discrimination experiences elicited negative effect
and craving for alcohol and drugs. In this study, African American
participants were randomly assigned to one of three visualization
conditions and then were asked to think about how they would react
to the situation. The racial discrimination situation involved imag-
ining having received racial insults and unfair treatment from a boss.
One control situation involved imagining job stress that was unre-
lated to racial discrimination, whereas a second control situation
involved imagining a nonstressful work experience.
Second, a study by Sawyer et al. (2012) examined how antici-

pating prejudicial reactions from a work partner influenced Latina
participants’ stress reactions. In this study, Sawyer and colleagues
manipulated the written information that was given to the Latina
participants. In the prejudicial condition, participants read that their
work partner (portrayed by a research actor) strongly agreed with
four statements that reflected racial biases (e.g., “Ethnic minorities
often do not have to work as hard as Whites do to get ahead”). By
contrast, participants in the control condition read that their work
partner strongly disagreed with the same four statements.
Third, a study by Yoo and Lee (2008) examined the extent to

which single versus multiple discrimination incidents influenced
the emotional responses among Asian American college students.
In this study, researchers presented participants with a written
vignette and asked participants to imagine themselves in similar
situations. In the single incident condition, participants read that
they and their friends were denied entry to one club, but had no
problem entering other clubs on the same night (i.e., they were

admitted into four of five clubs). In the multiple incidents condi-
tion, participants read that they and their friends were denied entry
into five of five clubs that night. In both conditions, participants
read that groups of White students were allowed into the clubs on
the same night that they were denied entry.

Fourth, a study by Torres et al. (2020) examined how witnes-
sing others respond to major discrimination and microaggression
incidents affected research participants’ emotional and physio-
logical reactions. In this study, participants were exposed to
seeing a POCI research actor interacting with a research assistant.
In the major discrimination condition, participants heard the
experimenter say to another “participant” portrayed by the
research actor, “Wow, you’re really far back [in completing
the survey questionnaires]. Shouldn’t you people know how
to read English? This is America.” In the microaggression
condition, participants heard the research assistant say to the
actor, “Wow, you’re pretty far back [in completing the survey
questionnaires]. Is English your first language?” In the control
condition, the research assistant said, “Okay, keep working [on the
survey questionnaires].”

The manipulations used in these four studies can be categorized
as imagined experiences of discrimination in which research
participants were victims (as in Gibbons et al., 2010; Yoo &
Lee, 2008), and vicarious (imagined or in real-life) experiences
of discrimination in which research participants witnessed dis-
criminatory acts (as in Sawyer et al., 2012; Torres et al., 2020).
The researchers who conducted these four studies should be
commended for their efforts at attempting to advance knowledge
on the effects of discrimination. To further advance experimental
research on discrimination, however, there remain critical con-
siderations about the manipulations. For example, it is unclear how
well imagined discrimination experiences—and research partici-
pants’ reactions to them—generalize to actual discrimination
experiences. Indeed, research suggests that African Americans
display less intense emotions when imagining interracial contact
than when experiencing actual interracial contact (Vrana &
Rollock, 2002). In addition, researchers who are interested in
having participants directly experience or witness discrimination
(i.e., not imagine the discrimination experience) are limited in
what they can manipulate in a psychology laboratory setting. The
extent to which research participants’ responses to discrimination
in laboratory settings generalize to other naturalistic environments
is unclear.

Using Virtual Reality in Experimental Research

We believe that VR offers potential advantages over other
commonly used methods for manipulating discrimination experi-
ences in experimental research. Advantages include the ability to
have research participants actually experience or witness discrimi-
nation in a variety of settings, potentially enhancing the ecological
validity of manipulated discrimination experiences. Additionally,
researchers can design studies in which discrimination experiences
are manipulated using VR, and then conduct real-time assessments
of many health-related outcome variables (e.g., emotions, distress
symptoms, and behavioral intentions), during and shortly after the
discrimination experience. Below we offer a brief description of VR
and illustrate possible research applications. We also elaborate upon
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the aforementioned advantages and offer suggestions on incorpo-
rating VR in studies designed to examine the health consequences of
racism and discrimination.

Immersive Virtual Environments and Illustrations of
Their Use

Modern VR is made possible by a head-mounted display (i.e., VR
headset or goggles) that tracks and measures the user’s—research
participant’s—position and orientation. The VR headset commu-
nicates with a rendering computer in which the virtual simulation
software programs are stored and operated (Loomis et al., 1999).
VR uses these stereoscopic displays, tracking, and other digital
technologies to create an immersive, computer-generated environ-
ment. This computer-generated environment, often referred to as a
virtual environment, is an alternative spatial world that is seen
from the research participant’s point of view. Virtual environments
can be designed to resemble almost any real-world setting. For
example, there are empirical studies using virtual environments to
resemble underground trains, wine bars, casinos, auditoriums with a
large audience, airplane interiors, and inner-city neighborhoods
(Anderson et al., 2005; Bouchard et al., 2017; Herrera et al.,
2018; James et al., 2003; Rothbaum et al., 2006). Immersive virtual
environments can also be designed with avatars, with whom
research participants interact directly. The avatars are three-
dimensional digital representations of real-life humans and are
controlled by research staff, thereby allowing researchers to expose
participants to social situations and dynamic interactions (Jouriles
et al., 2016; Kassner et al., 2012; Powers et al., 2013).
In using VR, the researchers’ goal is to help participants tempo-

rarily suspend “normal” perceptions of their real-world reality and
experience a “new” reality. Importantly, the effectiveness of a study
that uses VR does not typically depend on the immersive virtual
environment being highly realistic visual representations of the
actual environment (Kassner et al., 2012). Rather, it depends on
the extent to which research participants are able to feel a sense of
presence within the immersive virtual environment to elicit realistic
responses to the experimental conditions. Presence has been defined
as the “experience of being in an environment, even when one is
physically situated in another” (Witmer & Singer, 1998, p. 225).
There is a large body of research on VR and presence, which yields
compelling evidence indicating that presence and realism can be
achieved in immersive virtual environments. Specifically, virtually
simulated situations have been shown to elicit self-reported stress,
feelings, and physiological responses in human participants that are
similar to those elicited in natural environments (Martens et al.,
2019; Zimmer et al., 2019).
Still, virtual environments are only one of several variables that

influence presence. For example, presence can be affected by both
the experimenter’s instructions that set up the simulation contexts
(i.e., the research participant’s interaction within the virtual envi-
ronment) and the avatar’s dialog with the research participants. The
avatar’s dialog is often scripted and controlled by a research staff
member (i.e., the actor) via the rendering computer. Additional
social cues such as the avatar’s facial expressions, nonverbal and
vocal signals, and eye gaze can enhance the feelings of immersion
and presence (Blascovich et al., 2002).
To help illustrate, we describe a study examining women’s

responses to unwanted sexual advances (Jouriles et al., 2009).

In this study, the virtual environment was the interior of a car, in
which the research participant would sit in the passenger seat. A
male avatar was seated behind the steering wheel. The car was
parked by a lake on a rainy day. The instructions to set up the
simulation were: You were at a party where you met this guy. He
offered to give you a ride home. He seemed nice enough so you
agreed. On the way home, it started to pour, so he pulled over to let
the rain subside.During the simulation, the avatar started by making
small talk with the research participant (“What are you studying?”).
The avatar then began to flirt (“You’re gorgeous”) and escalated
(“Let me kiss you”). Controlling the avatar’s speech and responses,
male research actors were trained to follow the script while keeping
the interaction feeling natural. In this study, Jouriles et al. consulted
with college women to develop the opening instructions for the
simulations and the scripts for the avatar, select male research actors,
and design the virtual environment (2009). During each simulation,
data on several health outcomes were collected in real-time (e.g.,
self-reported effect and measured heart rate).

By placing participants in a virtual environment, researchers can
use a similar paradigm to investigate how different types of dis-
crimination experiences influence POCI participants’ health. During
VR simulations, researchers can have avatars act in a discriminatory
way toward research participants (e.g., deliver subtle slights and use
racial slurs), and researchers can measure in real-time participants’
emotional, behavioral, cognitive, and physiological responses to
various forms of unfair treatment delivered by the avatar. To provide
a more concrete example, we will use the question addressed in the
experimental study by Gibbons et al. (2010): How do discrimina-
tion experiences influence negative affect and craving for alcohol
and drugs? In the Gibbons study, research participants were ran-
domly assigned to an experimental discrimination condition in
which they visualized being in a situation where their boss made
racial insults to them. Using VR, this same question can be
addressed by exposing research participants to first-hand experi-
ences of racial insults and unfair treatment in an immersive virtual
environment simulating an office. An avatar representing the boss
can directly yell racial slurs at the research participants. Assets in the
virtual environments (e.g., office chairs and computers) can be
customized and programmed into the environments. To assess
the causal effects of the experimentation, researchers can measure
participants’ negative affect and urges to engage in alcohol and drug
use during and immediately after simulations.

Potential Advantages of Virtual Reality in
Discrimination Research

Experimenter Control Coupled with Ecological Validity

VR offers researchers a lot of flexibility in the types of discrimi-
natory acts that can be manipulated, and the context in which they
are manipulated (i.e., the virtual environment). For example, it may
be difficult, costly, and unrealistic to investigate in a typical
university research laboratory how POCI respond to discriminatory
acts that take place at restaurants and bars (e.g., a slight by a waiter
and a racist picture on the restaurant wall). VR makes it easier for
researchers to experimentally manipulate different types of discrim-
ination experiences across a wide range of possible contexts. In fact,
VR offers researchers the ability to expose participants to multiple
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virtual environments and/or stimuli even within the same experi-
mental session.
The flexibility that VR affords researchers in designing environ-

ments can enhance ecological validity—an important consideration
for evaluating the generalizability of a causal effect (Brewer, 2000).
How individuals respond to racism often depends on contexts
(e.g., Benner & Graham, 2013); thus, it is vital to examine system-
atically the roles of social or environmental settings surrounding
discrimination. Research participants’ responses to stressful en-
counters in virtual environments have been shown to be similar
to those elicited in natural environments (Martens et al., 2019;
Zimmer et al., 2019), providing some evidence that ecologically
valid studies can be designed with the use of VR.
We use some of our own work to illustrate further. In a series of

pilot studies, we exposed individuals to interpersonal racial dis-
crimination exchanges and assessed their immediate reactions (Lui,
Pham, et al., 2020). In a virtual environment that simulated a house
party, participants received racist comments from an avatar. The
avatar was controlled by a research actor in real-time via the
rendering computer and software, and avatars were programmed
to display a variety of emotions. To convey dismissiveness and
frustration, for example, avatars were programmed to be able to
throw their hands up in the air, smirk, frown or raise the eyebrows at,
and look away from, the research participants. In our pilot studies,
research participants judged the avatar’s verbal and nonverbal
communications and the overall interactions to be very realistic.
Not only did they report that they felt immersed in the conversations
and virtual environments, but also that they responded to the
discrimination experiences as they would in real-life.

Real-Time Assessments

Most observational research on how discrimination-related experi-
ences relate to minority health has relied on retrospective reporting.
Commonly, participants are asked to recall their lifetime experiences
with racism and discrimination, and sometimes their appraisals of
these personal experiences. This type of retrospective reporting
provides information about the experiences from the reporter’s
current vantage point. Yet, memory and motivational biases have
been shown to affect the accuracy of these assessments; biases may
include the tendency to recall and report on recent experiences
(recency effect), personally relevant experiences (personal heuristics
effect), significant experiences (salience effect), and demand char-
acteristics of the situation (Schwarz, 2012; Trull & Ebner-Priemer,
2009). In contrast to approaches that rely on retrospective reporting,
VR offers the opportunity to present research participants with
discriminatory experiences in real-time. Researchers can observe
and record directly participants’ physiological, affective, and behav-
ioral reactions before, during, and after VR experimentation. The
assessment of participants’ cognitive reactions also can be conducted
shortly after the VR simulation, which helpsmitigate the possibility of
forgetting and other potential reporting biases.

Further Considerations

The use of VR to manipulate discrimination experiences differs
from what has been done in prior experimental research on discrim-
ination. We do not suggest that assessing individuals’ responses to
racist acts performed by an avatar in a virtual environment is the best

or most accurate way of evaluating the effects of discrimination. We
do believe that the use of VR can contribute to a more complete and
methodologically sophisticated understanding of how discrimina-
tion experiences might influence the health of POCI over and above
existing research. A multimethod approach to discrimination
science can help researchers enhance the real-world relevance of
documented experimental effects and contribute to a greater under-
standing of boundary conditions of the effects (i.e., when the effects
occur), and in turn refine psychological theories. For example,
researchers may conduct VR experimental studies to directly expose
participants to discrimination experiences in virtual environments
and examine some hypothesized causal pathways by which dis-
crimination experiences lead to health outcomes. Researchers also
may attempt to replicate and extend VR experimental findings in
other investigations that use different methods of manipulating
discrimination experiences (e.g., imagining discrimination experi-
ences and viewing video clips of discrimination experiences). To
further validate the generalizability of findings from experimental
studies, researchers can collect real-world, real-time data using daily
diary or ecological momentary assessment methods (Livingston
et al., 2017; Torres & Ong, 2010). A convergence of findings across
different methods strengthens the conclusions that can be made
about the effects of racism and discrimination on health, whereas a
divergence of findings across methods implies a need to further
understanding the study heterogeneity.

Additionally, we acknowledge that qualitative inquiry can be
especially valuable in identifying salient aspects of the discrimina-
tion experiences among POCI, which in turn can be used in VR
research (Iwamoto et al., 2013; Robinson-Wood et al., 2020; Sue,
Bucceri, et al., 2007; Sue et al., 2008). In-depth interviews have
yielded rich insight into how individuals and groups respond to
racism and different types of discrimination across societal, institu-
tional, and interpersonal levels. Findings from qualitative and
naturalistic survey research can inform the empirical questions
that are addressed in VR studies and guide the design of VR
simulations. In some of our own research, focus group participants
deemed a set of written vignettes to be representative of real-life
discrimination-related experiences, and we turned these scenarios
into scripts and interactions within an immersive virtual environ-
ment (Lui, Berkley, et al., 2020; Lui, Pham, et al., 2020).

Design and Technical Requirements

The design of a VR project may involve the creation and customiza-
tion of a virtual environment or the selection of an already-existing
virtual environment. The former requires close multidisciplinary colla-
borations that may involve content experts as well as computer
scientists, production artists, and level designers (i.e., technicians
who assemble digital assets into the immersive virtual environment).
VR research also requires hardware and software systems, rendering
computers and head-mounted displays, and user interfaces.

Commercialized equipment used for operating a virtual environ-
ment makes it possible to conduct VR studies in a small laboratory,
which may be located in a university or community setting (see
Figure 1, for illustration). The wide availability of wireless headsets
and accessories to transform handheld mobile devices into head-
mounted displays have enhanced the portability of VR research.
This portability can be particularly important because POCI remain
underrepresented in psychological science and are less inclined to
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participate in research thanWhites (George et al., 2014). The ability
to transport VR “laboratories” to the community may enhance the
feasibility of participant recruitment and reduce the burden on POCI
individuals to engage in research.

Costs

Despite the use of innovative technology, the financial costs
associated with VR research can be quite manageable. If existing
and off-the-shelf virtual environments are used, direct costs unique
to the use of the technology may be limited to basic equipment
purchases. At the time of the writing of this manuscript, head-
mounted devices can cost as low as US$300 whereas VR-
compatible computers can cost as low as US$1500.1 Other general
research expenses such as compensating research personnel for their
efforts and time and participant reimbursements are not different
than what may be typical in conventional experimental studies.
Based on our experience of conducting gamedesign research in VR
and designing VR-related psychological research, modifications to
existing virtual environments can be completed with $10,000 and
within 1 month with full-time professional assistance (or one aca-
demic semester with part-time technical support; e.g., course buyout
by an art faculty member).
The use of VR becomes more expensive when researchers design

customized virtual environments and simulations from scratch. For
example, in our experience, it may cost $30,000 to $50,000 depend-
ing on the features (e.g., avatars, assets in the environments, and
animations). Such high-level customizations can be completed
within 3 months with full-time professional assistance or one
academic year with part-time support (e.g., salary/course buyout
for programmer and production and art faculty members).

Participant Engagement

It is possible that there are higher levels of participant attentional
focus and motivation in research that uses VR compared to more
conventional research methods (Rockstroh et al., 2019). Because
enhancedmundane realism can increase people’s participation in the
experiments (Blascovich et al., 2002), it would be important to
anticipate this possibility. Similarly, there may be individuals who

have no prior experiences with VR and/or are at high risk for anxiety
about being immersed in a novel virtual environment. To address
these possibilities, researchers may consider an acclimation period
prior to starting the study. We suggest that researchers provide their
participants an opportunity to explore the virtual environments and
become comfortable with the technology prior to being exposed to
experimental stimuli (Lee, Eden, et al., 2019). These steps can
reduce possible novelty effects and increase the fidelity of the
method (Chirico & Gaggioli, 2019). Furthermore, it would be
helpful to conduct semistructured interviews at the end of the study
to obtain an understanding of participants’ perceptions and reactions
to the VR technology (Alghamdi et al., 2017).

Researchers incorporating VR in their studies also should con-
sider the possibility that participants experience unique negative
side effects from the technology. For example, it is possible that
participants may feel that they do not have free will to interrupt the
interactions in the computer-generated environments because of the
separation of their VR and physical reality. Additionally, VR
simulations may generate more intense visual and audio experiences
than conventional stimulus presentations (Behr et al., 2005). There
is also the possibility that some participants have difficulty reenter-
ing into the “real” world should they become used to the virtual
environments. This reentry can be particularly challenging when
individuals have engaged in behaviors that they deem to be inap-
propriate (e.g., yelling at the avatar) and when they experience high
levels of negative affect. VR use may also cause aversive reactions
in some individuals (Saredakis et al., 2020). The most common
aversive effects of VR include visually induced cybersickness (also
known as simulator sickness or motion sickness); symptoms include
nausea, disorientation, and blurred vision (Kim et al., 2018).

Each of these VR-specific issues can be addressed with careful
planning, implementation of safety protocols, and participant
informed consent. For example, we recommend researchers to
incorporate procedures that screen and warn potential participants
about the possibility of cybersickness prior to enrollment. Similarly,
potential participants should be informed of the nature of their
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Figure 1
Illustration of An Experimental Setup Using Virtual Reality Technology

Note. Left panel: A research staff actor using the rendering computer to expose a research participant (not
shown) to discrimination conditions in an immersive virtual environment. The actor controls the avatar’s verbal
and nonverbal signals and follows a script to interact with the research participant in real-time. Right panel: A
research participant wearing a head-mounted display interacts in real-time with the avatar in the virtual reality
simulations of discrimination experiences. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

1 See vendors such as Oculus (https://www.oculus.com) and Dell
(https://www.dell.com/en-us/shop/dell-laptops/sr/laptops/vr-ready?
appliedRefinements=9903).
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immersive virtual interactions, and what to do when they are in
physical or emotional distress during the simulations. In short,
safeguards should be put in place, similar to other types of research
that exposes participants to stressors and/or adverse experiences
(e.g., research using stress induction). We also recommend that
researchers conduct postsimulation debriefing to assess participants’
experiences throughout the study. In the unlikely event that parti-
cipants report aversive experiences, researchers should provide
clinical or support resources and consult with their ethics board.

Reporting of Methods

In study preregistrations and manuscript method sections, certain
details about the VR technology should be reported. These include
the make and model of head-mounted displays, whether the im-
mersive virtual environments were off-the-shelf or customized for
the research study, features in the virtual environments, and instruc-
tions provided to research participants before and during the VR
experimentation.

Future Research Examining the Potential Benefits of VR

Methodological studies are needed to evaluate the actual utility of
VR as a tool in discrimination research. For example, it would be
valuable to know how participants experience different manipula-
tions of discriminatory acts. Are racial slurs delivered by an avatar in
a virtual environment experienced as more realistic than those
delivered by a research actor in a laboratory setting? Do VR
simulations result in more intense emotions than imagined discrim-
ination exchanges? Given that a potential advantage of VR is the
opportunity for researchers to manipulate different types of discrim-
ination experiences, and observe research participants’ reactions
across contexts, it would be important to know if this “advantage”
extends theory and empirical knowledge on how discrimination
affects health outcomes. In what settings—a restaurant versus a
university laboratory—might POCI experience more intense reac-
tions in response to racism and discrimination-related exchanges?

Practical Implications

Although the present article is not focused on clinical or applied
uses of VR, wewould be remiss to not discuss briefly the potential of
VR in this context. There already is research showing the efficacy of
using VR to deliver cognitive behavioral therapy, particularly
targeting anxiety-related disorders, and training for empathy and
assertiveness in interpersonal situations (Donker et al., 2019; Opriş
et al., 2012; Parrish et al., 2016). VR-based methods are being used
successfully in training medical providers to master complex surgi-
cal procedures and teaching rehabilitation patients to regain motor
control, balance, and strength (Bing et al., 2019; Haque &
Srinivasan, 2006; Howard, 2017). By the same token, VR can be
useful in bolstering training efforts directed at preventing racist and
discriminatory behaviors directed at POCI and helping individuals
practice various adaptive responses to racism-related situations.
Being able to understand POCI’s lived experiences can help

reduce and prevent discrimination; thus, racial and cultural sensi-
tivity training that is aimed to enhance empathy may reduce the
perpetration of discriminatory behaviors (Finlay & Stephan, 2000).
VR has been shown to be effective in efforts to promote empathy.

Specifically, research showed greater changes in perspective-taking
when participants experienced homelessness in an immersive virtual
environment than when they imagined what it was like to be
homeless (Herrera et al., 2018). Additionally, VR can be valuable
in helping individuals hone skills in responding effectively to
discrimination-related situations—either as recipients of racism or
as bystanders. For example, research showed that VR facilitated the
learning and practicing of assertive resistance in response to
unwanted sexual advances (Rowe et al., 2015). Similar strategies
can be used in promoting individuals’ mastery of skills to confront
discriminatory behaviors, including calling out the unintended
slights, educating the deliverers of racist behaviors, seeking support
from allies, and engaging in prosocial bystander behaviors (Palmer
et al., 2017; Sue et al., 2019).

Conclusion

In this article, we have described VR and our thoughts of the
potential benefits of using VR in efforts to advance knowledge on
causal effects of racism and discrimination. The present overview
can help researchers consider an innovative way to potentially
explain how, when, in what contexts, and for whom racism and
discrimination impact health outcomes. VR can be added to the
toolkit currently available to researchers in not only advancing
theories and empirical evidence concerning health disparities, but
also potentially informing practical ways to mitigate the negative
effects of racism and discrimination on POCI health.
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